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We give a new proof of the following inequality. In any dimension n G 2 and for
 .1 - p - n let s s n q p r2 p. Then
5 5 p n 5 5 p , s n 5 5 p , s nu =¨ F C u ¨ ,L R . L R . L R .
p, s n.where L R denotes the usual Sobolev space and =¨ denotes the gradient of ¨ .
The choice of s is optimal, as is the requirement that n ) p. In addition, some
Sobolev norms of u =¨ can be estimated. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. THE INEQUALITY
In describing fluid flows, it is often more convenient to write the partial
differential equations in terms of the velocity u of the fluid. The non-lin-
ear advecting velocity term then dominates the equations. It has this form:
 .   .  .  ..Letting u x s u x , u x , u x be a three-dimensional function on1 2 3
3  .  .R , it is = ? u u, where = s ­r­ x , ­r­ x , ­r­ x . The question this1 2 3
paper addresses itself to is the best possible estimates of terms like
 .  . 3u x =¨ x , where u and ¨ are scalar valued functions on R .
While dimension 3 is critical for, e.g., the Navier-Stokes equation, our
proof goes through in all dimensions n G 2. Thus u and ¨ will denote a
n p, s n.scalar function on R . L R will denote the usual Sobolev space with
sr2 2
p , s n5 5 5 5 5 5u s u s 1 y D u . .p , s L R . 2
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 . sr2In this display, D denotes the Laplacian, and the operation 1 y D u is
to be understood in terms of the Fourier transform:
sr2sr2 2Ã < <1 y D u j s 1 q j u j . .  .  . 4 Ã .
 . 2p i x?j  .The Fourier transform is defined to be u j s He u x dx.Ã
 .THEOREM 1.1. In dimension n G 2 and for 1 - p - n, let s s s n, p s
 .n q p r2 p, which is bigger than 1. Then
5 5 5 5 5 5u =¨ F C u ¨ .p p , s p , sn , p
w xThis theorem and the one below are known, see e.g. T, p. 12 , in which
 .the results in the case p s 2 are deduced from the Sobolev embedding
inequalities. The novelty herein lies in the direct proof from the Little-
wood]Paley theory. Indeed, the proof can be phrased in terms of wavelets,
in which case the method is seen to be explicitly computational: u =¨ can
be estimated in a variety of Sobolev norms using only a few scales in a
wavelet expansion.
Let us note that in any dimension, and for any p, a scaling argument
 .shows that s s s n, p is the optimal index for this inequality. At the
endpoint case, n s p, the inequality fails. Namely, if n s p, then s s 1.
p, 1 p.And one can choose an unbounded u g L R as well as construct
p, 1 p. p¨ g L R so that ­r­ x ¨ is an arbitrary L function. Thus there is no1
reasonable inequality in this instance. On the other hand, for s ) 1, the
p, s p ` p .  .Sobolev embedding L R ; L R is in force, and hence the inequal-
ity below is trivial.
p , s p p , s p5 5 5 5 5 5u =¨ F C u ¨ , s ) 1.p L R . L R .s , p
The method of proof admits certain variants. For instance, the inequal-
ity above is symmetric in the degree of smoothness required for the
functions u and ¨ . In effect, the gradient is distributed evenly between the
u and ¨ . The proof does not require this, but we leave the exact formula-
tion of an asymmetric inequality to the reader.
The more interesting variant concerns the estimation of certain Sobolev
norms of u =¨ . This we formulate and prove.
 .THEOREM 1.2. In dimension n G 2, for 1 - p - n and p y n rp F t
 .  .  .- n y p rp, let s s s n, p, t s nrp q 1 q t r2 which is necessarily at
least 1. Then
5 5 5 5 5 5u =¨ F C u ¨ .p , t p , s p , sn , p , s
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In particular, for n s 3, p s 2, and y1r2 F t - 1r2, we ha¨e
5 5 2 , t 3 5 5 2 , s 3 5 5 2 , s 3u =¨ F C u ¨ ,L R . L R . L R .s
where s s 5r4 q tr2.
I am grateful to Ciprian Foias for bringing this problem to my attention.
2. THE PROOF
Only a proof of the second theorem is given as it contains the first. The
proof can be seen, in a straightforward way, from Littlewood]Paley theory.
And we begin by recalling the relevant theory. Choose functions w and c
satisfying the following conditions:
1. w and c are smooth bump functions, with Hw dx / 0 and Hc dx s
0. These functions may be taken compact in either space or frequency.
 . n j j .2. Setting c x s 2 2 x for all j G 1, we havej
`
Ãw j q c j ' 1. .  .Ã  j
js1
 .  .By an abuse of notation, set c x s w x . We have this inequality. For0
1 - p - `, there are constants 0 - A - B - ` so thatn, p n, p
1r2`
25 5 < < 5 5A f F c ) f F B f .p pn , p j n , p /
js0 p
Below, we will write this kind of relationship as
1r2`
25 5 < <f , c ) f , 1 - p - `.p n , p j /
js0 p
 .Similar inequalities hold in Sobolev spaces. The function c ) f x isj
< < jconcentrated in frequency near j , 2 . The definition of the Sobolev
spaces gives such frequencies a weight proportional to 2 s j. From such
considerations, one can see that
1r2`
22 s j5 5 < <f , 2 c ) f , 1 - p - `, s g R.p , s n , p , s j /
js0 p
w x An excellent reference for these inequalities is FJW see Chapter 4, and
.especially page 39 , which shows that such equivalences continue to hold in
the general setting of Treibel]Lizorkin spaces.
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One further inequality is needed. If s G 1, then the gradient maps L p, s
into L p, sy1. As a consequence,
1r2` `
22 sy1. j < <2 =c ) f , =c ) f j n , p , s j /
js1 js0 p , sy1p
5 5s =f p , sy1
5 5F C f .p , sn , p , s
For the remainder of the proof, constants, which can vary from line to
line, depend only upon n, p, and s. The dependence is not reflected in the
notation below.
The preliminary information has been collected. Take u and ¨ in
p, s n.  .  .L R , and set u x s c )u for j G 0, and likewise define ¨ x .j j j
p, s q, ys  .Recall that L is a Banach space with dual L , where q s pr p y 1 .
Furthermore,
5 5 ys j 5 5c F C2 cq , ys qj j
s C2n r pys. j
s C2 sy1yt . j .
Thus, for any x,
< <u x s u y c x y y dy .  .  .Hj j
5 5 5 5F u cp , s q , ysj
 sy1yt . j 5 5F C2 u . 2.1 .p , s
This bounds the L` norm of u .j
We also bound the L` norm of =u . Let us comment that the require-j
 .  .ment that 1 y nrp F t implies that s G 1. Hence =¨ x is defined a.e. x .
For any x,
< <=u x s u y =c x y y dy .  .  .Hj j
5 5 5 5F u =cp , s q , ysj
n r pq1ys. j 5 5F C2 u p , s
 syt . j 5 5s C2 u . 2.2 .p , s
Expand
` `
u x =¨ x s u x =¨ x .  .  .  .  j l
js0 ls0
` ` `
s u x =¨ x q u x =¨ x . 2.3 .  .  .  .  .  jqd j j jqd 5
js0 ds0 ds1
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Let us fix d and consider the bound for
`
u x =¨ x . .  . jqd j
js0 p
$ $
jqd . < <  .Now u j is supported near j , 2 . Likewise =¨ j is supportedjqd j$ $
j Ã< <  4  .  .near j , 2 . Thus, the support of u =¨ j s u )=¨ j is nearjqd j jqd j
2 jqd. As j varies, these supports are lacuanary. Therefore, Littlewood]Pa-
ley theory shows that
1r2` `
22 t jqd. < <u x =¨ x F C 2 u x =¨ x .  .  .  . jqd j jqd j /
js0 js0p , t p
`  .use the L bound 2.2 on =¨ ;j
1r2`
22 s jq2 t d
p , s5 5 < <F C ¨ 2 u x .L jqd /
js0 p
1r2`
2y syt .d 2 jqd. s
p , s5 5 < <F C2 ¨ 2 u x .L jqd /
js0 p
y syt .d 5 5 p , s 5 5 p , sF C2 u ¨ . 2.4 .L L
The essential point to observe is the top line. Now s ) t, so this estimate is
summable over d G 0.
 .Using 2.1 , but otherwise the same line of reasoning as that just
employed,
1r2` `
22 t jqd. < <u s =¨ x F C 2 u x =¨ x .  .  .  . j jqd j jqd /
js0 js0p , t p
1r2`
22 sy1. jq2 t d
p , s5 5 < <F C u 2 =¨ x .L jqd /
js0 p
y sy1yt .d 5 5 p , sF C2 u L
1r2`
22 sy1. jqd. < <= 2 =¨ x . jqd /
js0 p
y sy1yt .d 5 5 p , s 5 5F C2 u ¨ .L p , s
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 .Recall that the requirement that t - n y p rp forces s y 1 y t ) 0.
Thus the exponent on 2 above is negative, and so summable over d. This
 .  .inequality, with 2.3 and 2.4 , finishes the proof of the theorem.
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